Language is unique to human beings.

How is language studied? What exactly do linguists do? How do we use & understand language? How does language work? What is it made up of? What is involved in learning a new language? How do we manage two or more languages in our one head? Why are there so many languages in the world? Why do you need a dictionary to read Chaucer today?

Linguistics gives you answers to these and many more Questions.

It gives you access to happening fields like Documentation of endangered & lesser known languages, Machine Translation, Speech Technology, Voice and accent training, Clinical linguistics & so on

Are You Up For The Challenge? Then come & look into the multidimensional world of Language through Linguistics To know more, visit us

In The Department Of Linguistics, Deccan College, Yerawada, Pune

On Friday, 03 JANUARY 2020
Morning 11.00 am to 1.00 pm and 3.00 pm to 5 pm

ACTIVITIES: Slide Show Presentation, Interaction with the Faculty, Demo in the Language Lab, an Audio-Visual Presentation on Languages in Maharashtra, know about on-going research projects in the department and a visit to the Library.

CONTACT: Department of Linguistics: Prof. Sonal Kulkarni-Joshi: sonal.kulkarni@dcpune.ac.in, 9890444606, Rahul Mhaiskar: 8796968121, rahul.mhaiskar@dcpune.ac.in